
The JFK Lie



Our Violent Society



Hello



Shortly I will do a video 
about the Zapruder film and 

where I think it is altered.



But because of the violence that has 
recently transpired in Florida, I want 
to take a short break and talk about 

how that relates to JFK’s death.



The school shooting in 
Broward County is directly 

related to JFK’s assassination.



When I was a kid in the 50s 
and 60s, these school 

shootings did not take place.



Yet automatic weapons 
were just as available, as 

were other weapons.



What’s the 
difference?



Why do we have these 
school shootings today?



It’s important to discuss this 
because pundits who should know 

better are already talking about 
increased security at the schools.



Increased security won’t 
change the violence one 

bit.



The perpetrators will just shift gears.  
They’ll just wait until the Friday 

football game and mow people down 
from a distance Las Vegas style.



Or they’ll go down to 
to the bus stop.



Or to a local Walmart.



Once we understand this, we can 
conclude accurately that we don’t 
have a security problem; we have 

a culture problem.



If you are young, let me assure 
you that the world you see today 

is nothing like the world that 
existed prior to JFK’s death.



The NWO changed all 
that.



That was their goal.



They desired to change America 
into a cheap, tawdry, vulgar society 
where rude, uncivil discourse and 

behavior rules the day.



They desired to push the 
envelope to where pornography 

became mainstream.



Nowadays, you can listen to 
music playing in a restaurant 

where extremely vile language is  
used.



Crude references to 
fellatio are hinted at on 

national television shows.



All of this has the effect 
of reducing us to the 
status of an animal.



This is not the way 
things were.



In the days before 11/22/63, 
television shows were corny, 

but they had a moral message.



Shows like Leave it to Beaver were 
important because when Ward 

Cleaver delivered a moral message 
to his sons, he was also delivering 
it to many fatherless boys whose 
only source of fatherly wisdom 

came from him.



There were many shows 
like this on television.



The Andy Griffith Show 
and My Three Sons were 

two of these shows.



These shows continued to exist 
somewhat after JFK’s death, but gradually 
they got replaced with smartass comedies 

that focused on cruel repartee.



Geeky kids got replaced 
with sexual smoothies.



The world changed.



When Bibles were removed from the 
schools in 1964, a hidden message 

was sent that God was not as 
important as the federal government.

Technically, the Supreme Court decisions 
came down in 1962, 63.  



Not surprisingly, our leaders in 
Washington began to see 

themselves as more important 
than God also.



They began to view 
us differently as well.



Their focus shifted away 
from us and toward their 

bank account.



They became multi-
millionaires.



We got left behind as they sold 
their souls to corporations and the 

rich creeps who funded their 
campaigns.



Our leaders went along with their 
corporate puppet-masters and okayed 

the Vietnam War which killed 58,000 
Americans and caused many casualties.



With the Vietnam War 
came a massive influx of 

drugs into our society.



Pushing the envelope on the 
sexual revolution only increased 

America’s appetite for drugs.



Violence and unrest 
was the new normal.



Streetside justice 
became a way to fix 

things.



This was fine with the 
corporations who stood ready to 
make money by running private 

prisons.



The news media followed suit by 
becoming more sensationalistic 

in their news reporting.



If it bleeds, it leads.



Gradually we were becoming a 
different country, but we didn’t 

necessarily see that or see much 
harm in it.



The 1950s was viewed 
as too stodgy anyway.



So we kept going.



Baby boomers aged and moved 
out of their hippie phase.  They 

started to make money.



Our leaders sat back and did nothing as young 
well-educated business school “geniuses” 
bought out regional and family businesses, 

fired everyone, shut down the plants, sold the 
parts and shipped the jobs to China.



This increased the profits of their 
companies which boosted the value of the 

stock options that they had greedily 
awarded themselves by hĳacking the 

boardrooms through legal trickery.



These layoffs damaged 
regular people’s lives.



People lost their jobs.



Families split up.



Children suffered.



Drug use went up.



Congress talked about 
it and did nothing.



In fact, these newly minted 
robber barons were viewed in a 
way as the best and brightest.



Many of them came from 
Ivy League schools.



A sense of 
entitlement set in.



Their behavior became 
accepted by many.



This is what smart 
people did.



What these robber barons did was 
promoted by their sycophants as 
a way of recycling old industries.



Greed was 
considered good.



They were performing 
a social good.



Who knew?



When we reached the 90s the 
Internet came into being and 

people in Silicon Valley became 
fabulously rich.



For doing what?  Adding 
programming?  It’s not like they saved 

somebody’s life or broke their back 
digging something out of the earth.



Did they add more value 
than a neurosurgeon?



Their added value was artificial, 
only exorbitant because our 

leaders permitted it.



Greed took on a whole new meaning 
as CEOs ruthlessly began awarding 

themselves even greater stock 
option and severance packages.



It didn’t matter if the CEO 
was a clown who drove the 
company into the ground.



These people were 
viewed as the best and 

brightest.  



The media besides repeating this 
lie helped alleviate our pain by 

ramping up gossip and celebrity 
culture.



When people have no meat and 
potatoes to eat, they turn to 

cotton candy instead, which is 
what celebrity culture is.



It’s circus, a cheap 
substitute for a real life.



In celebrity culture, we 
focus on others, not 

ourself.



We became enthralled 
with other people’s 

riches.



It consumed us.



But like all drugs, the 
high does not last.



We despaired.



The media rushed in and 
gave us a victim culture.



The reason we hadn’t 
made it in life was 

because of someone else.



We began to feel sorry for 
ourselves even as we consumed 

more of the drug of celebrity 
culture.



This feeling of self-pity 
transformed itself into 

anger.



We became more 
violent.



We acted out.



Senseless outbursts 
of violence increased.



The water in the kettle 
heated to a boiling point.



This was exacerbated by our politicians 
who, in desiring to ramp up failing SAT 

scores, placed enormous pressure 
upon kids to perform in our schools.



Idiotic standardized tests, supplied by 
corporations run by hucksters, were a 
convenient and seemingly useful yet 

useless tool to measure quality of 
education.



Kids became browbeaten into 
mindless recitation of facts that 

would be regurgitated on test day.



Teachers couldn’t teach kids to think 
anymore.  Nor could they use creative 

teaching techniques to encourage 
students to love learning.  All their time 

was wasted on teaching to this idiotic test.



Kids were constantly 
reminded that failure was 

not an option.



This silly slogan was 
placed on bumper 

stickers, caps and t-shirts.



Soon, kids didn’t enjoy 
learning anymore.



They became 
depressed.



It didn’t matter if they had 
individual strengths that 

the test failed to measure.



These trends 
continue today.



Billionaires are no longer 
satisfied with just a few 

billion.



They want more.



They want the life of 
Cicero.



Or that of Mr. Darcy in 
Pride and Prejudice.



They desire fully staffed houses 
around the globe, ready to serve 
them if they happen to waltz into 
that country via their private jet.



San Francisco, LA, New York, 
South Beach, Aspen, London, 

Davos, Tuscany, Sidney.



Greed is at a fever 
pitch.



We must rack up 
dollars anyway we can.



Sports stadiums that were once named for 
veterans or honorable people who did 

good things for the community are now 
named for consumable products or banks.



Lincoln Financial 
Field.



Citizen’s Bank Park.



Minute Maid Park.



What’s next?  Oreo 
Cookie Stadium?



Everything is about 
money now.  Money is all 

that counts.



Clueless and unenlightened 
billionaires, unable to add true 

value anymore, now buy up other 
companies via hedge funds.



Or they continue to 
outsource by exploiting  

poor third world countries.



This is why your clothes 
are made in Indonesia.



This is why your cell 
phones are made in 

Vietnam.



Isn’t it odd that the price of these 
items has not come down given 

that they are made so cheaply by 
slave labor?



Not at all.



This was the NWO’s 
plan all along.



The strength of the 
middle class in America 
was always the problem.



Somehow, some way, 
JFK saw all this coming.



He got in the way of their 
money machine, and 
they killed him for it.



And so what we have today 
is this vulgar, rude society 

with school shootings.



And you want to 
know how to stop it.



You stop it by backing 
out the same you got into 

it.



Little by little you start repairing all 
the bricks in the wall that fell into 
disrepair that led to the crumbling 

of the wall.



It doesn’t have to be 
done overnight.



Dial back the smartass 
comedy on television.



Put in a few schmaltzy 
shows with real values.



Wouldn’t it be refreshing 
to have a main character 

who believes in God?



Bring manufacturing 
back to the United 

States.
The best mental health program for kids is a 
stable family sustained by a solid job paying 

solid money.



Break up these large 
companies.



Stop the mergers and over-
centralization which is 

another word for fascism.



Too big to fail is too 
big.



Forbid large severance and stock 
option packages which rip off the 
shareholder.  Regular workers are 

almost never given such perks.



Begin to support local and regional 
businesses again.  In the 60s, not everyone 

violently threw their money at the Walt 
Disney Company.  There were other 

sources of fun.



Must Mondelez sell 
every cookie?



Spreading the wealth 
around is good for 

families and their kids.
Again, the best mental health program for 

kids is a stable family sustained by a solid job 
paying solid money.



Permit students to have a moment of silent 
prayer in school.  The school doesn’t have 

to promote any one religious text.  If the 
atheists want to pray to the null set, they 

can.



Encourage the schools to 
teach a class on world 

religions.



Dial back corporate 
welfare.



Quit fighting useless wars in the world 
which represent a net transfer of wealth 

from the middle class to the wealthy 
thanks to the immoral Fed which prints all 
the money the wealthy elite care to ask for.



America should not be tear-assing 
all over the world preventing us 
from solving our problems here.



Recognize that globalism is an 
impossible Rube Goldberg 

machine that only serves to exploit 
southeast Asia’s plentiful labor.



Abolish this nonsense of the 
best and brightest which is 
a form of Social Darwinism.



Having a higher IQ does not make 
you a better person, nor does it 

entitle you to wealth beyond 
comprehension.



Quit playing and 
promoting vulgar music 

in public places.



Ask your city to name your sports 
stadium after a man or woman 
who has selflessly done good 

deeds for the city.



Drive home the message 
that money is not 

everything.



Replace standardized testing with 
an open book format in which the 
teacher engages the student to 

love learning.



Seriously, lower the volume on 
celebrity culture which serves to 

ratchet up the pressure on young kids 
who want to be the next Taylor Swift.



The concept of Taylor Swift-
dom is a dream that often falls 
upon the hard rocks of reality.



This is too much 
pressure on young kids.



And while we’re at it, quit 
telling kids that failure is 

not an option.



Kids are human 
beings who will fail.



Failure must be an 
option.



Kids must be taught to 
have tolerance for failure 
in themselves and others.



Kids are not 
machines.



These are all small changes in attitude 
which are in themselves not significant; but 
when working together synergistically with 

other small changes, they are very 
significant.



By promoting healthy values within 
a healthy economy that provides 
meaningful work with meaningful 
pay, we can do ourselves a favor.



Healthy families produce healthy 
children who are happy and less 
likely to resort to school violence.



This is how we can stop 
these school shootings.



Many will consider these 
changes the long term 

solution.



But they are really the 
short term solution.



And why is that?



Because the short term solutions of 
background checks and increased security 
in schools won’t work, and what you’ll be 
stuck with is what I’ve proposed in this 

essay.



The long term solution is 
the short term solution.



The End



Postscript:  When I was a resident in the 
early 1980s, we had this terrible bacteria, 

called Haemophilus Influenzae B, that 
could ravage a human body and kill it.



One day, I said to my professor:  
Well, I guess we’ll have to keep 

developing new antibiotics to kill 
it.



The professor replied:  Well, the 
idea is to develop a vaccine to 

prevent it in the first place.



Which is what we did.



And that is why you don’t see 
too many cases of Haemophilus 

Influenzae B anymore.



Buy my book, How to Fix 
the JFK Lie in 30 Seconds 

at www.fixthebus.com.



Message to pundits:  Do not 
speak.



Thank you.
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